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DIGISCAPE ARCHITECTURE:
FORM GENERATION AS NEW ARCHITECTURAL
DESIGN GLASSES
ABSTRACT
In the last thirty years, the digital revolution acted as a catalyst
for cultural change. Its rate is unparalleled in man-kind’s
history, and its reflection on architecture was unforeseen.
Today’s most compelling architecture is emerging from new
forms of collaborative digital design practice, entailing
mastery of technique and instinctive creativity combined with
multilayered design complexity that was never before in the
grasp of even the most talented architects.
This paper investigates and categorizes the latest methods of
computational architectural design according to its process,
with focus on Form Generation through Transformations /
Permutations and Artificial Intelligence. This exploration
demonstrates new grounds of architectural design: the
Digiscape; which forms a basic scheme (new glasses) that can
theoretically aid the architect in conceiving the suitable digital
design methodology, complying with the nature of the
architectural design project.
Keywords: Computer Aided Architectural Design (CAAD),
Design Computation, Form Generation.
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1. Introduction
Digital technologies are changing the architectural practice in ways
that only few were able to anticipate just a decade ago. In the
conceptual realm, digital design processes that are characterized by
dynamic, open-ended and unpredictable transformations of
three-dimensional structures are giving rise to new possibilities and into
hidden dimensions of architectural spaces (1). Unfortunately,
Architectural production has been rather unsuccessful at keeping up
with such technological advances. This is because the mainstream
building industry employs century old technologies and the property
market tends to avoid risks, which therefore affect innovation in
architectural design. The first important impact of digital tools on
architectural design has to do more with formal and stylistic
replications rather than any explorations of the new possibilities within
such a technological revolution (2). The way architecture is conceived
and produced is redefined to the core, where the fundamental link
between information and buildings is being established, and the
computer –on a large scale- is still viewed as a drafting and
visualization tool.
In the last thirty years, the digital revolution acted as a catalyst for
cultural change. Today’s most compelling designs are emerging from
new forms of collaborative computer aided architectural design (CAAD)
methodologies. They explore what this research will name the
“Digiscape”, which entails mastery of technique and instinctive
creativity combined with multilayered design complexity that was
never before in the grasp of even the most talented of architects.
Advanced computational methods and their usage to nourish
architectural design did not yet seize the possibilities within the digital
age for cracking difficult design problems. Digital design theories can
efficiently aid an architect to conceive suitable digital methodology,
complying with the nature of the architectural design project.
Architectural design can be conceived digitally through three main
methodologies: Computer Aided Drafting (CAD), Form Generation and
Performance Simulation. The focus in this research is on Form
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Generation techniques in detail.
2. Computer Aided Drafting (CAD) - Communication
In typical architecture design studios, computers are being used as a
media of representation and visualization. Architects convey their
vision of the built environment in a picture-perfect realism never before
imagined at such high definition, through 2D drawings, 3D modeling or
visualizations of rendering software. This has been discussed in theory
(3) and in applications (4) that guide the computer users in creating
accomplished CAD drawings. Architects explore geometry and form in
what is called “Virtual Reality” (VR), allowing every imaginable and
unimaginable combination, permutation and configuration to operate in
complexity and flexibility.
The developments of CAD software lead to the need for storing
multi-disciplinary information within one virtual building
representation. This progress is manifested in what is called “Building
Information Modeling” (B.I.M.). These types of information include
3D form and properties of the building components, in which – for
example – instead of drafting lines to represent walls and windows, a
wall is modeled and a window is embedded in it. This not only
facilitates the process of design, it also aids the construction industry
efficiently. Techniques for the engineering of buildings using BIM
technology has been elaborated in terms of estimating, multiple model
operation / coordination and digital detail designs (5).
3. Form Generation - Synthesis
Form generation in CAAD is viewed as an activity called “formal
analysis”, which involves invention and exploration of new forms and
their relations through organizational principles, geometrical qualities
and morphological properties (6). Form is neither something static that
is imposed on a structure nor a behavior that can be integrated in the
characteristics of 3D Modeling, but is now influenced by the properties
of the digital tools used. Therefore, it brings out the generative
processes and their possibilities connected to the concepts of
interactivity, modifiability and evolution among the principals of digital
architectural design (7). Form is generated in design computation
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through two principal techniques: Transformations and Artificial
Intelligence.
3.1. Transformation / Permutation
Modeling through transformations currently refers to very specific
software characteristics that can be summarized as rapid editing of
architectural designs, re-adaptability of the model and periodic creation
of libraries from reusable parts. This approach defines the constraints
representing the object (whether geometric or non-geometric) to reach
its geometric formalization. Since the dimensional values are also
influenced by non-geometric parameters, different models can also be
obtained by applying the same modifications in different sequences. To
correctly manage modifications, the ability to show the unedited
aspects of the design with respect to dimensional modification
operations should be available (7). Transformations can be done
through Parametric permutations, Animate Form and Algorithmic
scripting.
3.1.1. Parametric (Dynamic Physical Interactions)
Parametric transformations are changes that relate to one or more
parameter (e.g.: equations that define the geometry of a curve or a
surface) without assigning direct connections between the coordinates
of its points, expressing these coordinates in relation to one or more
independent variables (named parameters) (7). It is a process that is
based on consistent relationships between objects, not on fixed metric
quantities. Changes in a single element will propagate corresponding
modifications throughout the system, making it a technique for holistic
control and manipulation of design objects at all scales, from part to
whole (2). Design problems are resolved through management of
objects by components connected in a “tree” structure, so the processes
of creating and modifying models of different designs can be performed
without sacrificing the effective elasticity of computational systems in
defining complex parametric relationships (6). Parametric variations
can be achieved through two techniques: Blobs and Topology Surfaces.
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a)

Blobs / Isomorphs / Metaballs
The digital objects named “Metaballs”, “Isomorphs” or simply
“Blobs” provide designers with a complex technique for realistically
rendering truly organic forms. A Blob is a three dimensional
variable-density field radiating from a given center point (Fig. 2). A
Blob’s virtual “weight” is considered its main changeable parameter,
which will cause its form to consequently change (8). The key feature
of Blobs in transformations is interactivity. A Blob’s base element is
put into relation with one or more other elements called “primitives”,
these primitives are described by specific form characteristics (e.g.:
spherical or ellipsoidal) and form properties (e.g.: roundness value of
angles); varying form through connection with primitive elements and
the relationships between them. Once different primitives have been
created and positioned in space, a resulting shape is created as a
function of the shared positions and individual values of the fields of
influence (7).
b)

Topology Polysurfaces
The term “Polysurfaces” refers to a topological surface that is
distinguished by its sophisticated mathematical equations, it can only
be represented in the 3D environment of a modeling program and it
doesn’t exactly have tangible parameters (Fig. 3). With this technique,
architectural coverings as topological surfaces can be generated,
making it easy to produce non-uniform variations and deformations (7).
3.1.2. Animate (Spatial Temporal Alterations)
Animate form shows that animation does not necessarily mean
movement, as stated by Greg Lynn: “Animation is a term that differs
from, but is often confused with, motion. While motion implies
movement and action, animation implies the evolution of a form and its
shaping forces; it suggests animalism, animism, growth, actuation,
vitality and virtuality” (9). Animation tools have changed the way that
geometry is used in the design process; forms are malleable,
deformable, transformable, blended, morphed and animated, rather than
idealized to represent a hidden singular order (10). Animation tools
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have been given many names; they are categorized into two main
methods: Keyframing and Inverse Kinematics.
a)

Keyframing
Based on the concept of a “Keyframe” in animation, it represents
particularly significant instants in the process of transformations. Like
in the film industry, a sequential series of transformations is produced
to correspond to single frames that give the illusion of fluid transitions
(Fig. 2). To create form based on this animation technique, various
states of design in form are input into the software. Once the values are
imposed, a simulation of interpolations of such data generates
transitions between the various Keyframes to produce an animation
based on the sequence of these transitions (7). This technique can be
used in two variations: Morphing and Particle System/Space Wrap.
i.

Morphing
Morphing techniques (also called metamorphic or morphogenetic)
transforms one form into another and makes a fluid transition between
the initial and final states, thus allowing the control of particularly
complex morphological transformations. By selecting one or more key
frames as destinations, passages can be established that the form must
go through in its transformation. These destinations are obtained by
creating copies of the initial form, where parametric deformers,
modifiers or directly manipulating the geometry or mesh can affect the
outcome of form (7). This detail and complexity in a digital design tool
paved the path to many theoretical design issues that became practical
solutions. For example, morphing techniques have been used to
simulate what is called “Natural Morphogenesis”, which is the process
of evolutionary development and growth in nature. Where architectural
design entails unfolding morphological complexity based on concepts
of developmental biology and biomimetic engineering (11).
ii.

Particle System/Space Wrap
Depending on the Particle System (PS) used, digital particles can
either simulate environmental elements such as snow, dust, spray and
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others, or represent geometric primitives such as blending Blobs or
complex objects. With this simulation, a Space Wrap (SW) can be
placed, allowing a region of space to be assigned the characteristic of
induced deformations and effects in the particles found (Fig. 3). A
different number of SWs exist that can simulate natural forces such as
gravity, wind and displacement, also to generate geometric replications
of waves, bends and stretch systems. When using such permutation
systems, new potentials and opportunities that allow the designer to
research new design processes present themselves, through injecting
designs with information systems (7).
b)

Inverse Kinematics
It is created as a complex form of animation for characters. Inverse
Kinematics (IK) is used to transmit the movement of a derivative object
called a “child” to the principal object or “parent” found inside an “IK
chain”. As opposed to Direct Kinematics, in which the movements of a
principal object are transmitted to its derivatives and it can be utilized
for simulating even complex mechanical devices. IK helps study over
time the progress of the relationships between space programs and site,
through codifying and simulating events as a series of variable
conditions and reactions to the activities designed in a certain space
(Fig. 2). It is measured in intensity, duration and frequency; the user
melds into the landscape and the space organization process is based on
a sort of gradient between the two (7).
3.1.3. Algorithmic Transformations
The word Algorithm is based and named after an 8th century
Persian mathematician named Al-Khwarizmi (12). It can be defined as
a procedure for addressing a problem in a finite number of steps using
logical if-then-else operations in the form of a set of instructions given
by a human to be performed by a computer. Therefore, an algorithm
can describe either the way a problem is dealt with as if it would be
resolved by a human or the way it should be dealt with to be understood
by a computer. This can be perceived in two directions; either as a way
of dictating to the computer how to solve a problem or as a
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manifestation of a human thought into the form of an algorithmic script
(6). Algorithms can take architectural design beyond the realm of
human thinking. This will be discussed later on as a part of the
manipulation of the computer’s artificial intelligence in the design
process.
3.2. Artificial Intelligence
Artificial Intelligence (A.I.) can be defined as the ability of a
machine to perform tasks thought to require human intelligence (13).
The A.I. approach sees each parametric form constraint as part of a
group of rules, by changing any value; a computer program can
determine the corresponding variations by varying a system value (7).
The result can then be evaluated sequentially either via an expert
system capable of understanding the operations to be performed to
accomplish its purpose, or algorithms that describe scripts which
generate space and form from the logic inbuilt in architectural programs,
typologies, building code and programming language itself (6).
3.2.1. Knowledge Based Systems
A knowledge based system (KBS) is a computer program that uses
A.I. to solve problems within a specialized domain that ordinarily
requires human expertise. Facts for a knowledge base must be acquired
from human experts through interviews and observations. This
knowledge is then usually represented in the form of “if-then” rules: “If
some condition is true, then the following inference can be made (or
some action taken).” The knowledge base of a major expert system
includes thousands of rules. A probability factor is often attached to the
conclusion of each production rule, because the conclusion is not a
certainty (14).
3.2.2. Algorithmic A.I.
As previously mentioned, scripting languages take designers
beyond the mouse, breaking the limits of current 3D software.
Traditionally, algorithms were used as mathematical or logical
mechanisms for dealing with practical problems. Today, they become
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the means for exploring possible paths that may lead to potential
solutions. Their behavior is often non-predictable and they frequently
produce patterns of thought and results that amaze even their own
writers. When an architect successfully reaches this point, the computer
wouldn’t be considered as an expansion / reflection of the mind, but
rather as a partner in the design process with fundamentally different
abilities and ways of thinking. But in order to utilize the full potential
within the science of algorithmic scripting in architectural design, it has
become inescapable to delve into the world of programming, in order to
make a truly creative use of the computer. Some theorists have argued
that many problems cannot be solved algorithmically, either because
the procedure leading to their solution is not well defined or because
not all the information needed to solve them is available or precise (6).
Such problems make it necessary to use heuristic and adaptive decision
procedures through “Genetic Algorithms” or Pattern Search methods.
a)

Genetic Algorithms
A Genetic (Generative) Algorithm is a process that simulates the
behavior and adaptation of a number of competing solutions over time,
as generations are created, tested and selected through repetitive mating
and mutation. The ownership of this algorithmic process should then be
attributed to the machine that produced it, the computer (6). Genetic
Algorithms are usually used for optimization to integrate the computer
media in the design process (15). This approach requires Heuristic
methods that typically rely on trial and error techniques to arrive at a
solution (Fig. 4). Such methods are closer to “search and evaluate”
processes used in architectural design and optimization.
b)

Pattern Search
These methods define architectural geometry and form through
applying different rules to an initial shape; there are countless
techniques to define a pattern, but this research will review only three:
Fractal Geometry, Cellular Automata and Match-and-Attach.
i.

Fractal Geometry
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Based on a scheme formulated by the Swedish mathematician Neils
Fabian Helge von Koch, famous for his discovery of the von Koch
snowflake curve in 1906 (16). Form is generated from an initial shape
with a production rule of one or more generators (Fig. 4). Each and
every line segment of the base is replaced by the shape of the generator.
ii.

Cellular Automata
Cellular Automata (CA) generally relies on numerical descriptions
of design constraints or design approaches in which decisions are made
according to systematic frameworks. CA models tend to produce
shapes that display fascinating three-dimensional form, but difficult to
adapt to the functional requirements of a building. It is more likely to
be used either in particular aspects or in particular stages of a design
project, with the outcomes frequently modified during the design
process on the basis of an architect’s assessment. Attempting to design
rule sets that are specific enough to generate complete buildings defies
the simplicity characteristic of rules in CA systems (17).

iii.

Match-and-Attach
“Match-and-Attach” is a semi-automatic generation process that
combines automatic shape generation through the manual input of an
architectural designer. A definition of the applier shape is done, then a
base shape is selected, configured and a 3D conceptual form is
generated. This technique expresses a drawing “style” rather than a
specific design methodology (18).
4. Performance (Performative) Simulation - Evaluation
Simulation involves the “creation” of behavioral models of
buildings for a given stage of development. The development stage can
range from “as-designed” to “as-built” or “as-operated” (19). It requires
specialized expertise that is concerned with the design, construction,
operation and management of the built environment. Many diverse
disciplines contribute as resources to this “Performative Architecture”,
such as the study of physics, mathematics, material science and human
behavior. Its intention is to predict the behavior of a building and its
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users from conception to demolition (20). For that, software that can
run what is named “Whole Building Simulation” has been developed.
The United States Department of Energy (DOE) maintains an online
directory of such energy related tools for buildings (21). Also, specific
simulation programs for performance have been designed for areas such
as Space Syntax (22), Energy (1) (Fig. 3) and Construction (23).
5. The Future – Evolution
Today, digital performance based simulation represents the
technological foundation of the emerging performative architecture
described earlier, but what about tomorrow? Bridging of different
processes of CAAD is the next step, where evolution of form
generation is based on performative strategies as emphasis shifts from
the “generation of form” to the “finding of form”. This evolution can be
described as generation of form while having instantaneous feedback
on its performance from different perspectives. This process of change
would be animated from the given condition to the optimal condition,
leaving the human designer the space to find one of the in-between
options that is interesting and worth further development, even though
it may not be the optimal solution (19). These visions today are
considered distant, despite the advances in digital techniques that can
be used in the development of such generative tools. This is due to the
multidisciplinary expertise required for such developments and the
fragmentation of the mainstream building industry, which makes it
difficult to voice such requests for in depth research (20). When the
gaps are filled, computational design will explore architecture to
unpredicted and unperceived depths that can only reflect our true digital
shape of time.
6. Conclusion – Architecture of the Digiscape
In this paper, the latest methods of computational architectural
design have been investigated and categorized according to its process,
with focus on Form Generation through Transformations / Permutations
and Artificial Intelligence. Future developments have been discussed,
and limitations have been stated. This exploration demonstrates new
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grounds of architectural design: the Digiscape; forming a basic scheme
(Fig. 1) that can theoretically aid the architect in conceiving the suitable
digital design methodology complying with the nature of the
architectural design project.
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Figure 1:
Digiscape Architecture Scheme, showing the various components of computation in
architectural design. The highlighted part is this paper’s focus: Form Generation

Figure 2:
(Left): Generative modeling via Blobs: A group of primitives with “Fields of Influence”
that blend into the resulting surface.
(Middle): Software calculates the fluid transition between key frames of form to produce
different configurations.
(Right): Deformation with IK. The sections of the objects are connected with a
“Father-Son” relationship. The first is blocked (Terminator). The others are limited to
particular rotations and shifts. The object is deformed by modifying the IK-Chain
skeleton.
Reference: De Luca, F., Nardini, M. (2002). Behind the Scenes: Avant Garde Techniques
in Contemporary Design, Basel, Switzerland: Birkhäuser.
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Figure 3:
(Left): The control lattice for a NURBS Polysurface
(Middle): Acoustic simulation of a theatre hall.
(Right): The use of particle emission in the Port Authority Bus Terminal in New York
competition project, architect Greg Lynn
Reference: Kolarevic, B. (Eds). (2003), Architecture in the Digital Age: Design and
Manufacturing. New York: Spon Press.

Figure 4:
(Left): Shape generations through Fractals.
(Right): A housing development using search-and-find methods to determine the
location of its units.
Reference: Terzidis, K. (2006). Algorithmic Architecture, Oxford, Great Britain: Elsevier
Ltd.
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